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Abstract—Steganographic technique allows users to transmit 

information while communicating without leaving any proof 

of its existence. This technique can be used in many ways for 

avoiding censorship to derive delicate information from 

organizations. In this paper, we analyze the possibilities of 

steganographic techniques used over HTTPS and propose a 

man in the middle model to prevent the usage of the 

stenographic in covert channel in average time taken is 130 

milliseconds and 30dB as quality of sanitization of an image. 

Our framework will ensure that all the digital objects are 

sanitized, so that there is no information leakage from the 

organization over a network, both using HTTP as well as 

HTTPS. 

Keywords—Steganographic; HTTP; HTTPS; Active warden;       

 Sanitization.   

I. INTRODUCTION 

Steganography is one of method to hide existence of the 

message. The ability to send messages without trace can be 

much useful for many purposes. Simple way of explaining is 

that, in a place under totalitarian government, the method of 

steganography could be useful to bypass censorship, or in 

general way steganography could be a predominant tool for 

whistleblowers. Also, the steganography can be used to 

perform criminal or illegal activities. It can be used to steal the 

sensitive information from an organization by an employee. 

Before transferring of this information, employee may hide it 

in a non-offensive or harmless document. Monitoring tool and 

this way failed to identify the information leakage from the 

organization. Steganography can also be used to transfer 

illegal contents using any public resources without resource 

owner’s knowledge. 

Steganography usage reached media coverage when a 

Russian spy group was discovered. As per the FBI report, a 

group of Russian spies infiltrated into some US government 

agency and they used digital image in the steganographic 

method to hide their information. Those digital images were 

uploaded to public web server later, so the Russian 

intelligence at Moscow can download these images and obtain 

the hidden information using the pre-shared key. Other use of 

steganography is used to control and command botnets. By 

using steganography, botnet owners can easily use social 

media networks to deliver their commands and control the 

botnets without the knowledge of the owners. Avoiding such 

malicious usage of steganography is more important in an 

organization where large amounts of sensitive information are 

stored. Although steganography can create an undetected 

channel on any network protocol, the restrictions of HTTPS 

for few reasons are focused below: 

● The restriction of network over HTTPS traffic through 

firewall is actually impracticable as it is necessary for 

communications via Internet. HTTPS provides access to 

many services such as search engines, multimedia, webmail, 

news, social networks, etc., and also gives enterprise service 

such as documentation, reference, Business to Business 

services, etc., cannot be simply blocked in an organization. 

● HTTPS allows users to access more services such as 

Facebook, Twitter, etc., Steganography users can make use 

of this service as their medium to exchange hidden 

information. In such case, Software’s for URL filtering can 

be utilized to prevent the number of sites that a potential 

steganography user can able to access. Since this is in huge 

number security admins unable to block all sites. 

● While comparing usage of SMTP, HTTP supports higher 

anonymity level. Even though HTTPS is not anonymous, we 

can’t directly trace the recipients of the information. Only 
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web server admin and network nodes have enough 

information to figure out the resources that access the 

information. We can’t identify the actual recipient but 

possible recipients can be identified. Protocols such as SMTP 

have the exact trace of the recipients who all have accessed 

the hidden messages. 

● Finally, third party web server usage by steganography 

users can lead to violation of the terms of server. This abuse 

will be automatically avoided by server admins due to 

unnecessary overloads. 

II.  STEGANOGRAPHY 

Steganography was first described as the Prisoner’s 

problem. It is described by Simmons in the year of 1998. He 

described as two prisoners planning for an escape plan. Since 

these two prisoners are not available in the same 

corresponding cell they have to communicate via warden. But 

the messages will get analyzed by the warden before hand it 

over to another prisoner. If any suspicious message about 

escape plan is found on these communications they will be 

isolated and the escape plan will be in vain. They can’t use 

any cryptography, since those encryption messages will raise 

an alarm. So they have to exchange information where warden 

couldn’t get any suspicion. Even if warden is aware of the use 

of any steganography method then the message may be 

destroyed or the message will be changed after deep analyzing 

of the message. So the warden is very active and malicious 

one here. Steganographic researchers have focused 

particularly on imperceptibility of the hidden information 

which resist against active attacks. 

Due to the adoption of digital devices and electronic 

documents, steganography has covered the widespread interest 

of the researchers in the last few years. [10] defined two 

concepts known as Structured and unstructured carriers in 

steganography. A carrier is nothing but the feature and 

characteristics used in the method of hiding the information in 

the cover. This means structured carrier is having well defined 

structure for example protocols, excel files, etc and 

unstructured carrier do not have a proper structure eg. Video, 

pictures, etc. HTTPS is peculiar in this case, because it can 

focus on both structured and unstructured carriers where the 

information is hidden into the covers. 

 

A. Structured carrier Steganography 

Steganography in the structured carriers is explained as the 

method of hiding information in the structured file such as 

Word document, Presentation files, Excel documents, etc. 

Also this carrier includes hiding information in the network 

protocols such as TCP, UDP, etc. 

B. Unstructured carrier Steganography 

Steganography in unstructured carrier can be described as 

hiding valuable information in the unstructured files like 

videos, pictures, audio, etc. 

. 

III. PROTECTING THE USAGE OF STEGANOGRAPHY  

Although steganography is not a criminal offense by 

nature, but its usage in a malicious way pose a threat that must 

be focused. To avoid the usage of steganography in a 

malicious way, it should be detected and/or eliminated as a 

common practice. Detection method involves figuring out 

whether steganography concept is used or not. And the 

Elimination method involves the destroying or altering the 

hidden information in the cover file. This elimination 

technique is similar to the active warden in the Simmon’s 

concept. 

A. Steganography detection 

Steganalysis is the study of security in the steganographic 

algorithms. If the steganographic algorithm is not possible to 

distinguish between cover file and a stego file with hidden 

information then such algorithm are considered to be a secure. 

But if the hidden information in the stego is detected, then that 

particular steganographic algorithm is considered as a broken 

one. There are many types of steganalysis. Most important 

among them are targeted steganalysis and blind steganalysis. 

Targeted steganalysis is the one which uses the knowledge 

about the algorithm that is used in the steganographic cover to 

detect the hidden information in the cover. On the other hand 

blind steganalysis mostly focus to distinguish whether the file 

has any hidden information in it, without any information 

about the steganographic algorithm used in the cover. 

Targeted and blind steganalysis methods were mostly 

studied on digital images. [9] explained quality metrics as 

most distinguishable feature between cover audio files and the 

stego objects. Using a similar algorithm they can build a 

distinguisher that can differentiate 80% of the stego audio 

objects. 

Steganalysis method can also targets the faulty 

implementations of the algorithm in the stego-object. [1] that 

most of the algorithm used in the stego objects are not 

correctly configured hence they result in the changing of 

original header values by removing most of the original 

metadata and adding new stego object metadata. The detection 

of this new stego objects can be done easily by this new 

header characteristics. Both Outguess and MP3Stego are 

vulnerable for this kind of attack. 
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Another way of detecting the steganography usage is by 

finding the program that is used to embed information in the 

stego-object.[11] discussed the forensic parts of 

steganographic applications.  Applications which used 

steganography can be detected with the help of forensic 

software namely Encase1 or The coroner’s Toolkit2. This will 

give a path to alert and take countermeasures like blocking 

those applications from executing. 

 

A. Steganography Elimination 

This elimination involves the elimination of possible 

covert channels without alerting or disrupting the legitimate 

connections. The same method is used in the Simmon’s 

explanation about the communication between two prisoners. 

The main focus of this kind of elimination is that it should 

change or eliminate the hidden information by adding some 

noise without disrupting the communication path. So the 

legitimate channel will not become unusable at the same time 

the hidden information has been eliminated in the 

communication. 

This process of elimination is called as steganographic 

sanitization. Whitehead sanitized [10] an image data using 

redundancy sources of the images. This will not affect the 

visual quality of the image. Since this process took 175 ms 

average time to sanitize per image this was suitable to use in 

the networks. 

 

B. Hidden communication over HTTP 

The Hyper-Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP) has been 

defined in RF 2616. HTTP is a large scale yet commonly used 

protocol to transmit any file using MIME type. HTTP is a 

stateless protocol which uses TCP connections. In other words 

it works on the request and response basis. HTTP server sends 

a response, whenever a client requests a resource. The version 

1.1 of the protocols helps in maintaining a communication 

between two different request-response. 

HTTP request and response are almost same in their build. 

A simple message can be constructed by a message start line 

that leads to the set of header and the message body. Message 

body is divided from the message header by an empty line that 

always ends with \r\n. The start line of the message differs for 

request and response. In request, the start line is considered as 

a request line and is constructed by a method to use URL of 

the resource that is requested and the HTTP version. While on 

responses, it is considered as a response line. The same HTTP 

version will be present in the line but it replaces the URL with 

status code and the description of that code. HTTP header is 

nothing but the pair of header name values that are separated 

by ‘:’. Finally message body consist of the message data that 

needs to be transmitted with request and response. As 

explained earlier, HTTP uses the MIME types to explain the 

contents of the message body. 

Hyper Text Transfer Protocol can be used as a covert 

medium to transfer information among users. There are two 

main possibilities of doing it by considering the user and 

indented application. Common way of doing this is by 

creating a covert channel communication between user and the 

web server by the user. In this scenario the information is 

hidden in both content and the message body of the transferred 

data. Second method involves forming a communication 

between two users. While in this case, both users use HTTP 

server as a web hosting service for the exchange of data 

between them. HTTP servers are not aware that they are used 

for unauthorized access. In this case the information is hidden 

in the message body and then transferred while the third party 

does not have any access for the header files. 

Another method can be used by changing the HTTP 

version. Since both client and server may change the version 

of the protocol that they are opting to communicate, this 

method can be easily identified by the depth observer. Since 

version changing is not a usual practice it can be detected by 

clean observation and hence this approach is not well 

recommended. As explained earlier the data can be hidden in 

the message body of the media files such as pictures, videos, 

audios, etc. and can be uploaded to any other social media 

sites like Flicker as the carrier. 

 

IV. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK TO AVOID STEGANOGRAPHY 

OVER HTTPS 

The mitmstegoproxy aims to restrict the use of stego content 

over the HTTPS. In this Section, the working of a proposed 

framework is presented with the concepts which assist to build 

the framework. Each component in the Figure 2 is explained 

in section B below. The sanitization of message over the 

HTTPS is also explained.  

 

A. Framework overview:  

The proposed framework shown in Figure 1 ensures that it 

will avoid the usage the steganography via HTTPS if it 

implement in the organization. All the devices in the 

organization will pared up with the transparent proxy, so that 

mitmstegproxy will act as a man in the middle. Each time 

request made by the device will be paired and fragmented as 

storage units. Those stage units are passed through the 

sanitized to remove or randomize the stage content in the 

image. If all the units are sanitized then HTTP message is built 

back and re-encrypted with proxy private key and sent to the 

destination web server.  
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B. Component: 

Proposed system consists of five main components: 

mitmproxy, HTTP inspector, detectors, Sanitizers and 

Assembler. 

      1) Mitmproxy : 

Mitmproxy is associate interactive man-in-the-middle proxy 

for protocol and HTTPS with a console interface. It allows 

decrypting the https traffic from the devices and making them 

as HTTP traffic. 

 
Fig. 1. mitmstegproxy and Network setup 

 

     2)  Inspector 

The inspector will inspect the incoming packets and splits the 

HTTP messages into the storage unit’s side for later 

processed. Storage units are created when the new carrier is 

discovered in HTTP using a database. 

    3) Detectors 

Detectors are used to find the presence and type of the file that 

is being transmitted over the http network. Based on this files 

are sent to the corresponding sanitizers to remove the stego 

content. 

 
Fig 2. HTTPS message sanitization process. 

 

     4) HTTP assembler 

This component arranges all the storage units which are 

sanitized and built the HTTP message. The message is re 

encrypted with the proxies key and sent it to the recipient. 

 

C. Stego unit sanitizers 

Three methods were used to destroy the steganographic 

content. They are LSB randomization, Median filtering and 

Gaussian filtering. Any image uploaded by the user will be 

processed by any of three methods. All the three techniques 

were successful in removing the steganographic content. But 

the results showed in this paper focus on LSB randomization 

for sanitization process. An application where we can use our 

sanitization process to block the usage of steganography is 

shown in Fig. 3. From the figure, we can see that if anyone 

inside the organization tries to steal information and pass it to 

someone outside the network our HTTPS proxy will block 

such communication.  

 

 
 

Fig. 3. mitmStegoProxy placement inside an organization to avoid outwards 

HTTP covert channels. 
  

D. Algorithm : 

M, received message to mitmproxy, SUD Steganographic unit 

database; CD carrier Database; S set of sanitizers; I message 

inspector; A Assembler. 

 
begin 

Set SUD ={SUD1,SUD2,....,SUDI}← I(M) 

Set SUD' ← SUD 

#Sanitization for stegounit 

for SUDi IN SUD' do 

#for each carrier inside the stegounit 

for Cj in SUDj do 

if SDj exists for Cj then 

if SDj(Cj)= true then else 

set SUi <- Sj(SUi) 

set SUi<-Sj(SUi) 

#Assembly M'←A(SU') 

End 

 

E. HTTP message sanitization process 

● The M is the message dis-assembled by the inspector I 

in stegounits : I(M)={ SUD1,SUD2,....,SUDI}. Each 

SUD will hold the different carrier SUDi = 

{C1,C2,....,CJ} 
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● Detector (SD) will always check for the hidden 

information in the each stego units. 

(a) If SD(Cj) is exist , remove the hidden payload by 

sanitizer Sj ={Sj1,Sj2,....Sjk} 

(b) Once SUDi has passed through all its 

corresponding sanitizers S1,S2,,..Sj   as result sanitized 

stego unit S(SUi). 

(c)  Once all the units are sanitized then reassembles to 

message M. 

 

V. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Experimental setup is based on the scenario that malicious 

employee tries to leak the sensitive information from an 

organization using the concept of steganography to hide the 

information over the image and upload in the social network 

or any web services. In this condition the proxy will be placed 

before or after network gateway of all outgoing traffic, the 

proxy will be paired with all the system or devices which are 

all connected to the network. So that proxy will act as a man 

in the middle system. We measured the time delay between 

the POST request and response. Figure 4 shows the graphical 

representation of time gaps. 

 
Fig. 4. HTTPS message process during the experiments and measured time 
gaps. 

 
 
A. Result 

All the images where uploaded in the social media and it will 

be downloaded to check the presence of stego content. But it 

is unable to extract the secret content from the images which 

are sent via mitmstegoproxy framework. The information 

transmitted via HTTP header also lost due to header sanitizer. 

This concludes that mitmstegproxy can eliminate the stego 

content from the images upload via it.  The average uploading 

time is increased by four times of normal upload time. Even 

Though the image size is small, uploading time is significantly 

high compared to normal uploading. But the quality of an 

image is retained after the sanitized. Smaller images take the 

less time to sanitize compared to large images. The time taken 

at the server to process the image was calculated for all the 

three techniques are tabulated in Table 1. Our system takes 

only millisecond to do the sanitization. Peak Signal to Noise 

Ratio (PSNR) of the processed images was calculated with the 

cover image taken as reference and is tabulated in Table 2.  

 

Table 1: Time taken at the server to perform sanitization 

Sanitization techniques PSNR 

(dB) 

LSB randomization 46.3581 

Median filter 28.3381 

Gaussian filter 35.5004 

 

measured using PSNR and time. Sanitization process was able 

to maintain the quality of the image above 30 dB.  Time taken 

to complete the process on average is 130 milliseconds. Our 

future work is to improve the request, response timing 

efficiency and image quality. This will also be helpful to 

protect the organization from inside attacks, information 

leakage and to protect against an unauthorized usage of their 

service. 
 

Table 2: PSNR calculated in each technique 

Sanitization techniques Time taken at the 

server 

( ms) 

LSB randomization 96 

Median filter 174 

Gaussian filter 145 

 

                            VI. CONCLUSION 

 

The proposed system will reduce the usage of steganography 

over the HTTPS protocol. Our framework will remove the 

stage content which is been hidden and transmitted through 

the HTTPS protocol. Also, this framework will reduce the 

information carrying capacity of the channel which helps to 

monitor and manage the incoming and outgoing HTTPS 

requests. This feature will restrict the insider and an attacker to 

perform malicious activities. Our framework allows the 

implementation of multiple sanitizers’ algorithm to remove the 

hidden information transmitted over the HTTPS protocol. 

With the help of Mitmstegproxy, this framework ensures that 

the hidden information cannot be recovered back. Our future 

work will improve the request, response timing efficiency and 

image quality. This will be helpful for the organization to 
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protect from inside attacks, information leakage and to protect 

against an unauthorized usage of their service. 
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